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Smart beta strategies have captured the interest of investors. But where do they fit in their portfolios? In order to answer this question, this paper introduces a framework for understanding the returns and risks of any strategy: passive, active, or smart beta.

The key findings:

* The return to any strategy over time can be decomposed into a broad cap-weighted index return, the return to static exposures to smart beta factors, the return to timing smart beta factors, and the return above and beyond smart beta.

* We believe that it may benefit the typical investor—who currently owns active and index products—to own active, index, and smart beta products, and the framework described herein facilitates optimizing the blend.

* Active managers on average allocate a significant fraction of their active risk budget to static exposures to smart beta factors: 35% for international equity managers and 67% for domestic fixed income managers in our study. Investing in multiple managers increases this allocation, as smart beta factors are correlated across managers.

* Smart beta is disrupting active management. Given these innovative new products, investors will increasingly demand that their active managers deliver returns beyond those that can be achieved through static exposures to smart beta factors.
Smart beta strategies offer some of the return advantages of active strategies with some of the implementation advantages of passive strategies. These strategies have generated considerable—and growing—interest among investors. But where do they fit in investors’ portfolios? The answer will show that smart beta is an innovation with significant implications not only for investors, but also for active managers. For a detailed analysis of who should buy smart beta see our May 2014 paper “Who Should Buy Smart Beta?”

A FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING STRATEGY RETURNS AND RISKS

To help us analyze how best to use smart beta, and how it fits in with passive indexing and active management, we will rely on the following framework. Since our framework is very general, the analysis can apply to equity investors considering equity smart beta, or fixed income investors considering fixed income smart beta, or multi-asset-class investors considering multi-asset smart beta.

We can consider the return to any investment strategy over time as a combination of cap-weighted benchmark returns and active returns. We can further decompose the active returns into smart beta factor returns and active return above and beyond smart beta factors. Exhibit 1 illustrates this decomposition.

Over time, the active return for any investment strategy is the sum of an average smart beta term and “pure alpha” return. By this definition:

- The smart beta return arises from static (i.e. long-term average) exposures to smart beta factors.
- The pure alpha consists of three pieces:
  - The average bottom-up security selection return (beyond smart beta factors).
  - The average top-down macro, industry, and country returns (beyond smart beta factors).
  - The return due to smart beta timing.

The smart beta timing piece is only non-zero if the smart beta exposures vary over time; and it is only positive if those exposures are higher when the smart beta factor return exceeds its expectation and lower when the smart beta factor return falls short of its expectation.

Importantly, the Exhibit 1 decomposition also updates and clarifies the goals of active management: to deliver active returns above and beyond those available via static exposures to smart beta factors. Those static exposures to smart beta factors are now available at low cost relative to traditional active products.

EXHIBIT 1. DECOMPOSITION OF INVESTMENT RETURN OVER TIME

In fact, implicit in this decomposition of returns is a decomposition of pricing. We can buy the cap-weighted benchmark for the cost of indexing. We can buy static exposures to smart beta factors for the cost of smart beta products. And we can buy active management (beyond static exposures to smart beta factors) for the cost of active management.

Investors need their active managers to deliver the sources of return beyond those available via static exposures to smart beta factors. Active managers who cannot do that may lose out to these low-cost smart beta products. This is how smart beta represents a disruptive innovation for active management.

WHERE DOES SMART BETA FIT IN INVESTOR PORTFOLIOS?

To illustrate in more detail how smart beta products can fit into investor portfolios, we focus on the typical investor who currently invests in both active and passive products.

As we have seen, aggregate returns to the active holdings consist of three pieces:

- Returns from constant exposures to smart beta factors.
- Returns that arise from manager timing of those factors.
- Returns that arise from manager skill above and beyond those factors.

Understanding this decomposition allows the investor to diagnose the issues and take appropriate actions. Because active managers can deliver all those components of return, it is useful to understand empirically the extent to which active managers focus on smart beta.

Exhibit 2 shows a histogram of the fraction of active risk that can be explained by four smart beta factors (Market, Size, Value, and Momentum) for the 138 global active equity managers in the eVestment database with returns over the three-year period from April 2011 through March 2014. As seen in the exhibit, for an average manager, static exposures to these four smart beta factors explain about 35% of active risk. For about 35% of these managers, smart beta contributes 50% or more of their active risk. According to this analysis, many of these active managers are not focused on delivering what only active managers can deliver: returns beyond static exposures to smart beta factors.

This situation becomes more pronounced when an investor hires multiple managers, each of whom derives some returns from exposure to smart beta factors. As an example, consider an investor who hires four fundamental value managers, each with active risk of 5%, where each manager obtains 3% active risk from constant exposure to a value factor and 4% from

---

2. Although not technically a smart beta factor, we include the market factor because a number of funds deliver at least part of their active returns through static exposures to the cap-weighted benchmark.
stock-specific risk (which is uncorrelated across managers). At the manager level, 36% of the active variance comes from the value factor and 64% comes from stock-specific variance.

If the investor now allocates an equal dollar amount to each manager, the resulting aggregate portfolio will have an active risk of only 3.6%, consisting of 3% risk from exposure to the value factor (risk which does not diversify across managers) and only 2% stock specific risk (which does diversify across managers). So at the aggregate level, 69% of the active variance comes from the value factor, and only 31% comes from stock-specific variance. In other words, each individual manager provides mainly stock-specific risk, but in aggregate they provide mainly factor risk.

Even if each individual manager takes mainly stock-specific risk (which does diversify across managers), the aggregate portfolio can have a much higher fraction of active risk in smart beta factors (which do not diversify across managers). Exhibit 3 shows this very clearly. It uses the same database of global equity investment managers and looks at 1,000 simulations, each building an equal-weighted portfolio of 10 managers chosen at random.

Exhibit 3 displays the same histogram as Exhibit 2, but this time for these multi-manager portfolios. The histogram for the multi-manager portfolios shifts to the right, indicating that smart beta factors explain a greater fraction of active risk in multi-manager portfolios. For an average multi-manager portfolio, static exposures to these four smart beta factors explain about 43% of the active risk, versus about 35% for the average individual manager. In this multi-manager analysis, smart beta factors contribute 50% or more of the active risk about 55% of the time. You can be happy with your active

---

**EXHIBIT 3. FRACTION OF ACTIVE RISK EXPLAINED BY FOUR SMART BETA FACTORS (MARKET, SIZE, VALUE, AND MOMENTUM) FOR 1,000 EQUAL-WEIGHTED 10-MANAGER PORTFOLIOS CHOSEN FROM 138 GLOBAL EQUITY INVESTMENT MANAGERS**

Sources: BlackRock, eVestment 4/11 to 3/14. This represents all global equity funds that are tracked in eVestment from 4/11 to 3/14.

---

3. So the active risk for each manager is 5%, because $(5\%)^2 = (3\%)^2 + (4\%)^2$.
4. This is because $36\% = (3\%)^2 / (5\%)^2$ and $64\% = (4\%)^2 / (5\%)^2$. 

[4] MAKING SMART DECISIONS ABOUT SMART BETA
managers in isolation more than you are happy with them in
aggregate. In fact, Exhibit 3 implies that many active investors
should be at least somewhat disappointed by aggregate active
performance, as on average they are overpaying for 43% of
their aggregate active risk. It’s okay to buy smart beta from an
active manager, as long as you are paying the smart beta price.

The issue of smart beta factor exposures being magnified in
multi-manager portfolios is even more dramatic in fixed
income. Exhibit 4 shows a histogram of the fraction of active
risk explained by two smart beta factors (Duration and Credit)
for a sample of 121 US Core Plus fixed income managers in the
eVestment database with returns over the period from
April 2011 to March 2014.

As seen in the exhibit, on average 67% of active risk in these
fixed income strategies can be explained by smart beta
factors, and for about 38% of the funds, 90% or more of the
active risk can be explained by smart beta factors. Compared
to equities, fixed income managers appear to derive an even
greater proportion of their active risk from static exposures to
smart beta factors.

Exhibit 5 shows the same analysis for 1,000 randomly
generated equal-weighted portfolios of 10 fixed income
managers drawn from the sample described above.

5. The 43% figure is just indicative, based on our analysis of a specific group of international equity managers over a particular period using a particular set of smart beta factors. The actual amount will vary by investor.
As seen in the exhibit, for more than 90% of the 10-manager fixed income portfolios, two smart beta factors explain more than 90% of the active returns. In fixed income, investors in multi-manager portfolios are overpaying for nearly all of their aggregate active risk.6

AN OPTIMAL BLEND OF ACTIVE, SMART BETA, AND INDEX

Our typical investor owns both active and index products. Based on our empirical analysis, such an investor may be paying active fees for smart beta exposures, with the likelihood of that increasing with the number of active managers in the portfolio. There should be opportunities, then, to use low-cost smart beta products for smart beta exposures, and use active managers for returns beyond smart beta. Smart beta products should expand the after-cost efficient frontier provided by active and index products. Most investors should benefit then from investing in smart beta products in addition to their active and index products. To identify the best blend of active, smart beta, and index products, they need to understand the expected active returns and risks for each.

For the active management piece, our return decomposition will help them to identify managers who can consistently deliver pure alpha (and mainly pure alpha), and estimate their expected alpha and active risk going forward.

For the smart beta piece, we will focus first on the factors, and later find the strategies that can best deliver our desired blend of factors.7 Similar to the process of identifying successful active managers, the smart beta investor should, among other things, consider the following:

- What are the underlying reasons to believe the factors will continue to deliver risk-adjusted returns?
- Has anything changed over time that could impact those underlying reasons?
- What are the expected returns after fees and costs?
- What are the volatilities and correlations among the smart beta factors?
- What levels and periods of drawdowns have the factors experienced historically?

6. The 90% figure is just indicative, based on our analysis of a specific group of fixed income managers over a particular period using a particular set of smart beta factors. The actual amount will vary by investor.

7. Some investors can choose to manage this optimal blend themselves, either to take this task in-house, or to avoid limiting themselves to existing products.

8. In lieu of this approach, if investors are generally happy with the smart beta exposures that arise from the existing set of active managers, they can engage the active managers on the issue of pricing of the various components of return, with a lower fee being attached to returns arising from static factor exposures and a higher fee being attached to returns arising from manager skill in factor timing and returns above and beyond smart beta factors.


Another practical consideration is whether the investor wants a prepackaged blend of factors or wants to invest in the factors separately. The individual smart beta factors are risky and tend to exhibit significant periods of underperformance, even if they outperform on average over time. Diversified mixes of smart beta factors can mitigate that behavior to some extent. Therefore, assuming the investor’s optimal combination of smart beta factors invests in more than one factor, the investor ideally wants a blended product. Investors in blended strategies also benefit from offsetting trades, which can lower transaction costs and turnover, and from offsetting positions, which can help mitigate the headwind imposed by the long-only constraint in long-only products.

Finally, to manage the smart beta investments going forward, investors must have the proper internal organization and governance structure to take on the responsibility for understanding and communicating investment performance to their stakeholders.

**NAVIGATING THE PRODUCT LANDSCAPE**

Once investors have decided upon a desired set of smart beta exposures, how do they navigate the wide variety of available strategies to choose specific smart beta managers and investments? Here are a few guideposts to consider.

First, investors should consider how smart beta strategies have performed historically. But here, the question is less about the performance of the smart beta factors than about the manager’s ability to consistently and efficiently deliver the promised exposure to the factors. When investors choose a passive index fund manager, they take into account how closely the manager has tracked the index historically. We recommend the same approach here: How well has the manager delivered (or tracked) the promised smart beta factors?

Second, investors can decide whether to use smart beta factors provided by independent third parties, or smart beta factors customized by particular managers. Do the benefits of a customized smart beta portfolio, which may more accurately capture the factor and avoid crowded trades if the third-party index becomes very popular, outweigh the benefits of an off-the-shelf product?

Third, how much do different smart beta products cost? Other things equal, lower cost products are more desirable. As investors consider costs, however, they should make sure they are comparing products that deliver the same smart beta exposures.
Conclusions

Smart beta strategies have generated considerable interest among investors, given their interesting combination of features of active and passive products. The typical investor currently owns active and index strategies, and should own active, index, and smart beta strategies.

Investors currently receive static exposures to smart beta factors from their active managers. These exposures are increasingly available via low-cost smart beta products. For reasons of cost and transparency, investors should switch and gain their smart beta exposures via smart beta strategies.

Even if individual active managers take a minority of their active risk in static exposures to smart beta factors, in aggregate a portfolio of active products can deliver mainly smart beta risk, because these risks are correlated across managers. Hence active managers need to focus as much as possible on delivering pure alpha (i.e. active returns beyond static exposures to smart beta factors) to their investors. This is what investors need, as they can only get pure alpha from active management.

The development of smart beta products should inspire all investors to review their current allocations to active and index products. A revamped allocation to active, index, and smart beta products could increase their expected returns (after costs) and/or lower their active risk, relative to their current allocations.